MEMORANDUM

DATE:    July 12, 2018

TO:  City of Spokane Standard Plan Holders

FROM:  Joel Graff P.E., Principal Engineer – Construction Management

SUBJ:  Revisions to the City of Spokane Standard Plans

This memorandum contains the 2018-1 update to the City of Spokane Standard Plans. Enclosed are the following items:

1. Table of Contents for the City of Spokane Standard Plans
2. (13) – Revised Standard Plan sheets
3. (2) – New Standard Plan sheets

There are (13) REVISED Standard Plan sheets. Replace the following Standard Plan sheets with the revisions included herein:

Section B: Storm Drainage
- B-101C
- B-101E
- B-101F

Section F Curbs and Sidewalks
- F-107

Section W Roads and Pavement
- W-101A

Section Z: Sewer
- Z-101
- Z-102
- Z-103
- Z-104
- Z-105
- Z-106
- Z-106A
- Z-115

There are (2) NEW Standard Plan sheets. Insert the following NEW Standard Plan sheets:
Section D: Retaining Walls
  • D-106

Section F: Curbs and Sidewalks
  • F-106D

Changes made to the Standard Plans are described below:

B-101C  - Revised depths to top of pipe to keep pipe out of cone and joint where cone meets barrel
B-101E  - Revised depths to top of pipe to keep pipe out of cone and joint where cone meets barrel
B-101F  - Revised depths to top of pipe to keep pipe out of cone and joint where cone meets barrel
F-107   - Lower lip at the bottom of the tree grate opening was eliminated. 2 ea. #4 rebar added between back of curb and curb side of the grate. Slab between the back of curb and curb edge of tree well shall be 6 inches thick. Increased grate to 8’ length
W-101A  - Note 1 revised.
Z-101   - Add 6’ minimum to top of pipe, revise notes 4 and 5, change title
Z-102   - Change title and notes
Z-103   - Change title and notes
Z-104   - Change title and notes
Z-105   - Add 6’ minimum to top or pipe, change title and notes
Z-106   - Title revised
Z-106A  - Title revised
Z-115   - Note 4 and Note 5 revised. New Note added at the top of the sheet.